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Abstract. Entrance channel potentials in nucleus-nucleus collisions, relevant for the synthesis of super-
heavy elements, are systematically studied within a semi-microscopic approach, where microscopic nuclear
densities of the colliding spherical or deformed nuclei are used in semi-classical expressions of the energy-
density functional. From experimental data on fusion windows evidence is found that the existence of
pockets in the entrance channel potentials is crucial for fusion. Criteria for the choice of the best collision
systems for the synthesis of superheavy elements are discussed.

PACS. 25.60.Pj Fusion reactions – 25.70.Jj Fusion and fusion-fission reactions

1 Introduction and summary

The formation of compound nuclei by fusion of very heavy
nuclei is one of the outstanding problems of low-energy
nuclear reactions. Such processes play a key role in the
production of superheavy elements (SHEs) [1–19] and of
heavy nuclei far from the β-stability line, as for example
217U [20].

Recently, various properties of SHEs have been studied
experimentally as well as theoretically [1–8,20–29]. How-
ever, the dynamical processes leading to SHEs in heavy-
ion fusion reactions are not yet well understood. Few at-
tempts have been made to develop models, which yield
cross-sections for SHE production [11–18]. These models
are mainly concerned with the evolution from the touching
configuration of the colliding nuclei to the compound nu-
cleus. The dynamics has been treated as diffusion in mass
asymmetry at the touching point [11–13], as collective mo-
tion in 3-dimensions within Langevin equations [14], as a
tunneling process of outer barrier [15,16], and as shape
evolution and tunneling [17,18].

We suggest to consider the fusion process as part of
the quantum-mechanical collision process [30], where the
features of the entrance channel are essential for the scat-
tering solution. In such a formulation the population of
quasi-bound states near touching is regarded as the first
decisive step for fusion and is similar to the doorway state
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mechanism in resonance scattering [31,32]. The existence
of such capture states depends crucially on the detailed
properties of the entrance channel potential as a func-
tion of the distance R between the nuclei, in particular
on the existence of a pocket which serves as a source for
the quasi-bound states. If the capture pocket is deep and
wide, many quasi-bound states exist. Then the coupling to
complex states is strong and the probability of compound-
nucleus formation is much larger than for shallow pockets.
Because of its crucial role on the initial stage of the fusion
process, a precise and systematic knowledge of the inter-
action potentials between the colliding nuclei is needed.

For determining the interaction potentials between two
nuclei various methods have been introduced. Early at-
tempts are due to Bass [33,34], who parametrized a sim-
ple analytical expression for the potential, to Swiatecki
and coworkers [35], who introduced the proximity inter-
action of leptodermous systems, and to Krappe, Nix and
Sierk, who used the folding procedure with a phenomeno-
logical Yukawa-plus-exponential interaction [36]. Recently,
a folding procedure using the Migdal force [37] has been
used [11–13,38] together with phenomenological density
distributions. Here like in [33–36] a simple point-point in-
teraction Z1Z2e

2/R (charges Z1, Z2) has been used for
the Coulomb part at distances larger than the touching
point. A quite large variance of the interaction potentials
near touching is encountered, when these different meth-
ods are used. These uncertainties allow for quite differ-
ent conclusions on the fusion mechanism in the synthe-
sis of SHEs [11–17]. Therefore, the precise knowledge of
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the nucleus-nucleus potential near the touching point may
also improve our qualitative understanding of the fusion
process.

We evaluate the interaction potential by keeping the
densities of the colliding nuclei fixed. Due to the short
collision time this frozen-density approximation is appro-
priate for the definition of the entrance channel potential
(cf. sect. 2). The interaction energy between the two nuclei
is obtained from the energy-density functional according
to a definition which has been introduced by Brueckner
et al. [39]. The Thomas-Fermi approximation, extended
to all second-order gradient terms (ETF), is used for the
evaluation of the kinetic-energy density functional [40,41],
while the nuclear interaction energy is obtained from a
Skyrme energy-density functional. The nucleon densities
of the colliding spherical or deformed nuclei are calculated
in the microscopic Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov approxima-
tion. Our method is semi-microscopic, because we use the
microscopic nucleon densities and the semiclassical ETF
approach and energy densities. We refer to the interaction
potential, which is obtained from this semi-microscopic
approach, as the semi-microscopic potential (SMP). Since
the microscopic HFB densities are used in the extended
semi-classical energy-density functionals for the kinetic
part as well as for the nuclear (and Coulomb) interaction
parts, we consider these SMPs as accurate and reliable
references, in particular around the touching point.

Within our semi-microscopic approach we have stud-
ied the entrance channel potentials for various systems
which are of interest for the synthesis of SHEs (sect. 3).
The systems have been roughly divided into three groups
for cold, hot and warm fusion according to the lowest at-
tainable excitation energy (≈ 15, 25 or 35MeV) of the
compound system and the corresponding number (1, 2 or
3) of neutrons which have to be emitted for reaching the
compound-nucleus ground state.

As compared to light systems, the potential pockets
are quite shallow for the heavy systems, and hence host
much less capture states. The experimentally well-studied
fusion windows in the lead-target systems reveal inter-
esting correlations with detailed properties of our semi-
microscopic entrance channel potentials (SMPs) for dif-
ferent projectiles (subsect. 3.1). While the mean energies
of the fusion windows lie systematically 5 to 10MeV be-
low the SMP barriers, their widths occur to be propor-
tional to the depths of the potential pockets, such that the
fusion windows become narrower with increasing charge
of the projectiles. The shift of the fusion window below
the barrier indicates that transfer or virtual-excitation
(polarization) channels are important for populating the
quasi-bound capture states. The correlation of the fusion-
window width with the depth of the pocket indicate the
crucial role of the quasi-bound capture states for the fu-
sion process. Symmetric cold-fusion systems with almost
equal projectiles and targets exhibit almost no pockets,
and hence are less favorable for the synthesis of SHEs.

In the hot-fusion systems one uses prolate uranium and
transuranium nuclei as targets. Thus the entrance chan-
nel potential depends significantly on the orientation of

the deformed nucleus (subsect. 3.2). From the study of
lighter systems one has concluded [42,43] that fusion oc-
curs only in side collisions, where the projectile hits the
targets on the waist-line (90◦ with respect to its symmetry
axis). If this is assumed also for the experimentally stud-
ied fusion reactions with 48Ca on prolate uranium and
transuranium nuclei we find the same location of the fu-
sion window as in the lead-target systems, i.e. 5 to 10MeV
below the SMP barrier. 40Ca projectiles are less favorable,
because they lead to higher excitation energies, which re-
duces the evaporation-residue cross-section. The system-
atic study of 238U and 252Cf target systems show deeper
pockets for 238U and even more for 252Cf than for 208Pb
target systems, however at higher compound-nucleus ex-
citation energies. Only for very heavy systems like 82Se +
238U = 320126 or 68Ni + 252Cf = 320126 we encounter low
excitation energies like in cold-fusion systems.

The warm-fusion systems, formed with the oblate
198Pt target, yield compound-nucleus excitation energies
which lie in between those with 208Pb and with 238U or
252Cf. Pockets are obtained up to 100Mo + 198Pt = 298120,
where the compound-nucleus excitation energy is compa-
rable to cold-fusion systems (subsect. 3.3).

In conclusion, there are indications that the existence
of quasi-bound capture states in the entrance channel po-
tential pocket is crucial for the synthesis of SHEs. These
capture states are only populated in an energy window
with a mean value 5 to 10MeV below our SMP barrier
and a width roughly given by the depth of the pocket.
Whenever deformed nuclei are involved, fusion is expected
through the most compact capture states (pockets). Ap-
plying these considerations to the synthesis of SHE 118,
we conclude that there are two favorable systems: the hot-
fusion system (which actually is more like a warm-fusion
system) 48Ca + 252Cf at about 206MeV center-of-mass
energy and the warm-fusion system (which actually is an
almost cold-fusion system) 96Zr + 198Pt at about 330MeV
center-of-mass energy (sect. 4).

2 Definition of a semi-microscopic potential
(SMP) in the entrance channel

The ultimate aim is the description of fusion as part
of the quantum-mechanical scattering process between
two nuclei. In such a formulation one has to consider
all kinds of channels which are coupled (in general non-
perturbatively) to the entrance channel of the colliding
nuclei. Thus one faces the problem of describing the cou-
pling of a large number of channels which include inelastic
excitations and transfer, quasi-fission, compound-nucleus
formation and fission. In order to cope with this complex-
ity, one has to formulate the stationary scattering problem
in a suitable way, which is the subject of a forthcoming
paper [30]. One of the crucial steps in such a descrip-
tion is the coupling of the entrance channel wave func-
tion to more compact configurations. It is obvious that
the energy dependence of the entrance channel wave func-
tion strongly affects the cross-sections for all processes
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including those which involve compact-shape configura-
tions. Therefore, we are interested in understanding as a
first step the basic properties of the entrance channel in fu-
sion reactions. We evaluate the interaction potential of the
entrance channel in a semi-microscopic approach keeping
the densities of the colliding nuclei fixed. In the following,
details of definitions and justifications are given for these
semi-microscopic potentials (SMPs).

2.1 Entrance channel dynamics

Whereas the entrance channel (elastic channel) is uniquely
defined outside the range of nucleus-nucleus interactions,
there is considerable freedom inside. In principle, any def-
inition, which asymptotically describes two nuclei in their
ground states, is possible if all relevant inelastic channels
are included in the solution of the scattering problem.
However, from a physical point of view a reasonable defi-
nition should account for the essential collective dynamics
in the region of overlap.

A crucial quantity, which characterizes the collective
dynamics in the entrance channel during the capture pro-
cess, is the nuclear interaction time τcoll (collision time)
as compared to the characteristic time τrelax for the relax-
ation of the intrinsic nuclear state due to nucleon-nucleon
interactions. The collision time τcoll may be estimated by

τcoll ≈ π

ωpocket
= π

[
mA1A2

(A1 +A2)V ′′(Rpocket)

]1/2

,

where ωpocket denotes the “oscillator frequency” of the
interaction potential pocket V (r), Rpocket is the center-
to-center distance at the pocket, while m, A1 and A2 are
the bare nucleon mass and the number of nucleons in the
nuclei. A typical value for ωpocket in reactions used for
SHE production is given by �ωpocket ≈ 4MeV. Therefore,
typical collision times for such cases are τcoll ≈ 5 · 10−22 s.
This value has to be compared to typical times for the
relaxation of the intrinsic nuclear state due to nucleon-
nucleon interactions. This time is estimated as [44]

τrelax ≈ εF
3.2σvFρ0ε∗

≈ 2 · 10−22

ε∗/MeV
s ,

where εF and vF denote the Fermi energy and velocity, re-
spectively, σ the averaged nucleon-nucleon cross-section,
ρ0 the normal density of nuclear matter and ε∗ the exci-
tation energy per nucleon. For reactions leading to SHEs
we have at touching ε∗ � (5 MeV)/250 ≈ 0.02MeV, and
hence τrelax � 10−20 s, i.e. more than one order of magni-
tude larger than the collision time τcoll. Thus we conclude
that the entrance channel in the region of nucleus-nucleus
overlap is well defined by the fixed configuration of the
colliding nuclei. With respect to the nucleus-nucleus po-
tential in the entrance channel this means that the interac-
tion energy of two overlapping nuclei with frozen densities
is relevant.

The frozen-density potential should, however, not be
applied to very large overlap. A suitable continuation into

regions of compact shapes would be the diabatic ener-
gies of the entrance channel configuration [45,46]. Further-
more, this frozen-density potential should be regarded as a
suitable reference for a distribution of diabatic potentials
(and barriers) which are due to the mixture of configura-
tions in the approaching nuclei [46].

2.2 Frozen-density potential

We consider the interaction potential V (R,Θ) between a
spherical nucleus and an axially symmetric nucleus as a
function of the center-to-center distance R between the
nuclei and the angle Θ between the symmetry axis of the
deformed nucleus and the line connecting the centers of
the nuclei. Denoting the energies of the interacting nuclei
by E12(R,Θ) and the energies of the non-interacting nuclei
by E1, E2, we define the interaction potential by

V (R,Θ) = E12(R,Θ)− E1 − E2. (1)

In the frozen-density approximation these energies are de-
termined by the energy-density functional E [ρp(r), ρn(r)],
i.e. [39]

E12(R,Θ) =∫
E [ρ1p(r)+ρ2p(R,Θ, r), ρ1n(r)+ρ2n(R,Θ, r)] dr, (2)

E1=
∫

E [ρ1p(r), ρ1n(r)] dr, (3)

E2=
∫

E [ρ2p(r), ρ2n(r)] dr, (4)

where ρ1p, ρ2p, ρ1n and ρ2n are the frozen proton and
neutron densities of the spherical nucleus (index 1) and
the deformed nucleus (index 2), respectively.

2.3 Energy-density functional

For an accurate calculation of the interaction potential
between two nuclei we need an energy-density functional
which well describes both the bulk and surface proper-
ties of the nuclei. Suitable semi-classical expressions have
been obtained for Skyrme interactions and by an extended
Thomas-Fermi (ETF) approximation to the intrinsic ki-
netic energies, which includes all terms up to second order
in the spatial derivatives.

According to [40] the following expression for the
energy-density functional,

E [ρp(r), ρn(r)] =
�

2

2m
[τp(r) + τn(r)] + Vsk(r) + Vc(r), (5)
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has been deduced. The kinetic parts for protons (i = p)
and neutrons (i = n) are given by

τi(r) =
3
5
(3π2)2/3ρ

5/3
i +

1
36

(∇ρi)2

ρi
+

1
3
∆ρi

+
1
6
∇ρi∇fi + ρi∆fi

fi
− 1

12
ρi

(∇fi

fi

)2

+
1
2
ρi

(
2m
�2

W0

2
∇(ρ+ ρi)

fi

)2

, (6)

where W0 denotes the strength of the Skyrme spin-orbit
interaction, while ρ = ρp + ρn and

fi(r) = 1 +
2m
�2

(
3t1 + 5t2

16
+
t2x2

4

)
ρi(r). (7)

The nuclear interaction part Vsk results from the Skyrme
force and reads

Vsk(r) =
t0
2

[(
1 +

1
2
x0

)
ρ2 −

(
x0 +

1
2

)(
ρ2

p + ρ2
n

)]

+
1
12
t3ρ

α

[(
1 +

1
2
x3

)
ρ2 −

(
x3 +

1
2

)(
ρ2

p + ρ2
n

)]

+
1
4

[
t1

(
1 +

1
2
x1

)
+ t2

(
1 +

1
2
x2

)]
τρ

+
1
4

[
t2

(
x2 +

1
2

)
− t1

(
x1 +

1
2

)]
(τpρp + τnρn)

+
1
16

[
3t1

(
1 +

1
2
x1

)
− t2

(
1 +

1
2
x2

)]
(∇ρ)2

− 1
16

[
3t1

(
x1 +

1
2

)
+ t2

(
x2 +

1
2

)]
((∇ρn)2 + (∇ρp)2)

−W 2
0

4
2m
�2

[
ρp

fp
(2∇ρp+∇ρn)2+

ρn

fn
(2∇ρn+∇ρp)2

]
, (8)

where t0, t1, t2, x0, x1, x2, α and W0 are Skyrme-force
parameters. The Coulomb-energy density is determined by

Vc(r) =
e2

2
ρp(r)

∫
ρp(r′)
|r − r′| dr

′ − 3e2

4

(
3
π

)1/3

(ρp(r))4/3,

(9)
where the last term is the local approximation to the
exchange contribution.

Thus, if the proton and neutron density distributions
in both nuclei are known, the interaction potential can be
calculated from the semi-classical expressions (1)-(9).

2.4 Determination of density distributions

The charge densities of nuclei are well described in the
Hartree-Fock, Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) and semi-
classical approaches [31,40,47]. However, HFB describes
best various other ground-state properties of nuclei [47,

48] and therefore has been chosen here for calculating the
density distributions.

For spherical nuclei we have used the HFB code [47]
with very small radial mesh-point intervals of 0.025 fm.
The gradients and Laplacians of the corresponding den-
sities are evaluated numerically by using Lagrange for-
mulas. The density distributions of deformed nuclei are
also obtained in the HFB approximation by using the
code HFODD (v. 1.75r) [49]. The densities, gradients and
Laplacians at any point of the space are found by Lagrange
interpolation based on the output from the HFODD code.
This code calculates the proton and neutron densities and
their gradients and Laplacians at special points which are
related to the Gauss-Hermite integration. For an accurate
evaluation of the densities and their derivatives we use 48
points for the Gauss-Hermite integration for each of the
three space directions.

Note that the semi-classical approach based on micro-
scopic HFB densities is quite accurate for the calculation
of binding energies. For example, the differences of the
binding energies between HFB and the semi-classical ex-
pression are only −0.9MeV for 48Ca and −0.3MeV for
208Pb, when the Skyrme force SkM∗ is used. Moreover,
differences in the energies cancel to a large extent in ex-
pression (1), so that the accuracy is expected to be even
higher for the nucleus-nucleus potential SMP.

2.5 Relation to similar calculations

The frozen-density approximation has been frequently ap-
plied [11,12,38,50] in determining the nucleus-nucleus po-
tentials for the synthesis of SHEs. In contradistinction to
our approach, however, there are several differences. For
example in [11,12,38,50] the Coulomb interaction poten-
tial is approximated by that of two point charges or of
homogeneous charge distributions, respectively. In [11,12,
38] the nuclear part of the nucleus-nucleus potential is
calculated from a folding procedure with Landau-Migdal
interactions [37]. However, since this effective interaction
is tailored to describe the force between quasiparticles in
the Fermi-liquid, the saturation properties of nuclear mat-
ter cannot be obtained. Furthermore, the nuclear density
distributions, used for the folding procedure in [38,50], are
chosen as Fermi distributions with fitted values of the ra-
dius and the diffuseness parameters. The kinetic energy
density was limited in [50] to the Thomas-Fermi contribu-
tion which is the first term in (7). Similar calculations for
light nuclei have been performed in [51].

3 Entrance channel potentials

As described in sect. 2, the nucleus-nucleus potential is
evaluated by numerical integration of the semi-classical
energy-density functional with the (frozen) HFB nu-
cleon densities of the separated nuclei. The integrals in
eqs. (2)-(4) are evaluated by using the Gauss-Legendre
method with a suitable number of dots. The numerical
integration is performed in cylindrical coordinates. The
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Fig. 1. (a) Semi-microscopic potentials (SMPs) for the sys-
tem 58Fe + 64Ni evaluated with the Skyrme forces SIII, SkM∗,
SkP and SLy4. For reference also the Coulomb potential is pre-
sented. The ground-state Q-values are indicated by the lowest
triangle at the left vertical axis. The other 6 triangles mark,
respectively, the thresholds for the emission of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
6 neutrons. (b) SMP for the same collision system 58Fe + 64Ni
obtained with the Skyrme force SkP in relation to the proxim-
ity potential (1977), the Bass potentials (1974, 1980) and the
KNS potential.

system of two spherical nuclei is axially symmetric, and
hence the nuclear part of the potential is reduced to the
calculation of 2-dimensional integrals, while the Coulomb
part is obtained numerically from 3-dimensional integrals.
Since axial symmetry is lost for the system of a spherical
nucleus and a deformed nucleus, the nuclear and Coulomb
parts have to be calculated from 3- and 5-dimensional
integrals, respectively.

In fig. 1a we present the SMPs for 58Fe + 64Ni eval-
uated for different Skyrme forces [52–55]. The potentials
obtained for SkM∗, SkP and SLy4 are very close to each
other at all distances down to R = 6 fm. Considerable re-
pulsion is observed when the nuclei overlap and the den-
sity is doubling. Due to the large value of the compression
modulus (stiff equation of state), this repulsion is partic-
ularly large for the SIII force and causes the discrepancy
with respect to the other Skyrme forces. In the following
subsects. 3.1 to 3.3 either SkP or SkM∗ is used, which
practically give the same interaction potentials.

The ground-state Q-value (Q = ECN − E1 − E2) is
obtained from the experimental energies E1, E2 of pro-
jectile and target taken from [56]. The compound-nucleus

energy ECN is also obtained from there or, if experimen-
tal values are absent, from the Thomas-Fermi approach
to nuclear masses [57]. The neutron separation energies,
which mark the thresholds for neutron emission in fig. 1,
are also deduced from [56,57].

Due to the deep pocket inside the barrier, light ions
easily fuse after tunneling through or passing over the bar-
rier. Both, the barrier height and the potential pocket are
well above the ground-state energy, so that the adiabatic
potential surface exhibits large gradients in the fusion
direction driving the system into the compound-nucleus
shape.

The barriers obtained from different analytical expres-
sions for the nucleus-nucleus potential introduced by Bass
in 1974 [33] and in 1980 [34], by Swiatecki et al. (prox-
imity 77) [35] and by Krappe-Nix-Sierk (KNS) [36] are
spread over a large interval as shown in fig. 1b. The dif-
ference between the barriers is around 3MeV in energy
and 1 fm in position. The KNS barrier is closest to the
SMP barrier. Since the KNS potential depends on the
shape parametrization for distances smaller than touch-
ing, results for this potential is presented only up to the
touching point, which is given by R = r0(A

1/3
1 + A

1/3
1 )

with r0 = 1.2 fm.

3.1 Cold-fusion systems

In this section we present results on entrance channel po-
tentials of spherical projectiles and targets, which have
been used in the synthesis of SHEs by cold fusion [1–4],
and compare these potentials with those of symmetric sys-
tems with almost equal projectiles and targets.

3.1.1 Cold-fusion systems with 208Pb targets

Cold-fusion reactions with light projectiles (Z ≈ 20 . . . 36)
on lead or bismuth targets have been used in the synthesis
of SHEs [1–4]. In fig. 2 the interaction potentials are pre-
sented for the systems with lead as target and 8 projectiles
from 48Ca till 86Kr. The following features are observed.

– The interaction potentials, which are obtained from
different standard expressions [34–36], are spread over
even larger intervals for heavier systems as compared
to 58Fe + 64Ni (cf. fig. 1b). As for the light system
the KNS potential is closest to our SMP around the
barrier followed by the Bass potential from 1980 [34].

– The potential pockets are much shallower than for 58Fe
+ 64Ni and tend to vanish with increasing size of the
projectile. For 96Zr + 208Pb (not shown in fig. 2) no
pocket exists anymore.

– Since we consider the depth of the pockets to be im-
portant for the fusion probability, we attribute the ob-
served [1] reduction of SHE formation with increasing
size of the projectile, at least partially, to the decreas-
ing pocket depth.

– The observed fusion windows (vertical thick bars in
fig. 2) lie systematically about 5 to 10MeV below
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Fig. 2. SMPs for the collision systems 48Ca + 208Pb, 50Ti + 208Pb, 54Cr + 208Pb, 58Fe + 208Pb, 64Ni + 208Pb, 70Zr + 208Pb,
76Ge + 208Pb, and 86Kr + 208Pb obtained with the SkP Skyrme force as compared to the proximity potential (1977), the
Bass potentials (1974, 1980) and the KNS potential. The ground-state Q-values are indicated by the lowest triangles at the
left vertical axes. The other 6 triangles mark, respectively, the thresholds for the emission of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 neutrons. The
observed fusion windows [1–4] are indicated by the vertical bars on the right-hand sides of the individual diagrams.

our barriers. This subbarrier fusion leading to SHEs
is probably related to the distribution of barriers and
pockets due to the structure of the approaching nu-
clei [46] and/or to transfer and capture in transfer-
channel pockets, and possibly to other degrees of free-
dom.

– A correlation is indicated between the width of the ob-
served fusion window and the depth of potential pocket
(see cases 50Ti + 208Pb, 58Fe + 208Pb and 64Ni +
208Pb in fig. 2).

– The difference between the barrier position and the
ground-state Q-value for fusion decreases with increas-
ing charge of the projectile, cf. [4,19]. Due to the small
differences between the barrier heights and the ground-
state energies large gradients towards the compound
nucleus are missing in the adiabatic potential. There-

fore, the shape evolution from the touching configu-
ration to the compound nucleus becomes extremely
sensitive to details of the potential landscape in cold-
fusion reaction for SHEs with Z � 110 [17,18]. Note
that the observed fusion windows in cold-fusion reac-
tions lie about (10–15)MeV above the ground-state
Q-value [1,4].

3.1.2 Symmetric systems

SHEs might also be formed by the fusion of similar nuclei,
such as Sn + Xe, Xe + Xe, Xe + Nd and others. The
potentials for the collision systems 124Sn + 130Xe, 124Sn
+ 136Xe, 130Xe + 136Xe, 136Xe + 136Xe, 136Xe + 150Nd
and 144Ce + 150Nd are presented in fig. 3. As compared
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Fig. 3. SMPs for the collision systems 124Sn + 130Xe, 124Sn + 136Xe, 130Xe + 136Xe, 136Xe + 136Xe, 136Xe + 150Nd and 144Ce
+ 150Nd obtained with the SkP Skyrme force and the proximity potentials (1977), the Bass potentials (1974, 1980) and the
KNS potential. The notations are the same as in fig. 2.

to the cold-fusion systems with 208Pb targets (fig. 2) the
differences between the barrier heights and the ground-
state Q-values are smaller for symmetric systems leading
to the same SHE. Also the potential pockets are shallower
and at somewhat larger distances. Therefore, as compared
to the asymmetric systems of cold-fusion, the symmetric
systems seem to be less favorable because of the following
reasons.

– The capture process is suppressed by the shallowness
of the potential pocket.

– The shape of the system at capture is less compact,
and hence a longer shape evolution is needed to reach
the compound-nucleus configuration, such that the for-
mation probability of the compound nucleus is reduced
by the larger competition of other decays.

– The capture windows are expected to lie 5 to 10MeV
below the barriers, and hence are, apart from the light-

est system 124Sn + 130Xe, below the 1n fusion thresh-
old.

3.2 Hot-fusion systems

The fusion of light nuclei with heavy deformed nuclei (U,
Pu, Cm) leads already for collisions at barrier energies
to large excitation energies of about (30–50)MeV in the
compound nucleus. Therefore, in such hot-fusion reactions
typically 3 to 5 neutrons have to be emitted in order to
reach the compound-nucleus ground state. The projectiles
are spherical and the targets are well-deformed prolate
nuclei in these hot-fusion reactions.

3.2.1 Ca projectiles

Successful syntheses of SHEs with Z = 112, 114 and 116
have been reported [6–8] for 48Ca projectiles on the tar-
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Fig. 4. The SMPs for the collisions 48Ca on 238U, 244Pu, 248Cm and 252Cf evaluated with the SkM∗ Skyrme force. The SMPs
are evaluated for different angular orientations of the heavy deformed nuclei. The ground-state Q-values are indicated by the
lowest triangle at the left vertical axis. The other 6 triangles mark, respectively, the thresholds for the emission of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 neutrons. The bars at the right-hand sides indicate the bombarding energies [6–8].

gets 238U, 244Pu and 248Cm. In this section we discuss the
entrance channel potentials for the systems 48Ca + 238U,
244Pu, 248Cm and 252Cf and compare these with the cor-
responding potentials for 40,42Ca.

The interaction potentials as obtained from our semi-
microscopic method are shown in fig. 4 for various orienta-
tions of the deformed nuclei. For these systems the lowest
barriers are obtained for Θ = 0◦, i.e. when 48Ca touches
the tip of the deformed nucleus, while the barrier is the
highest for Θ = 90◦, when 48Ca touches the side (cf. [42,
43,58,59] for lighter systems).

Outside the range of nuclear interactions the Coulomb
interaction tends to rotate the deformed nucleus into the
Θ = 90◦ position (side position). However, the time for
such a rotation is typically

τrot ≈ π/2
ωrot

= 2 · 10−20 s,

where a rotational energy �ωrot ≈ 50 keV has been in-
serted. Characteristic collision times on the approach-
ing part of the Coulomb trajectory are of the order
2 · 10−21 s [60], and hence the angle of rotation during
the approach is negligible.

As seen in fig. 4 the positions of barriers and pock-
ets depend quite strongly on the orientation of the de-
formed nucleus, the shift in distance and energy reach-
ing 2 fm and 20MeV, respectively, between tip and side

positions. In general, the difference between the barrier
and the ground-state energy of the compound system is
considerably higher in these very asymmetric (hot-fusion)
systems as compared to the cold-fusion systems of sub-
sect. 3.1. Therefore, SHEs can be formed only in 3n to 4n
reactions, which reduces the survival probability strongly
due to the small branching ratio Γn/Γf of neutron emis-
sion to fission.

The bombarding energies in the fusion reactions 48Ca
on 238U, 244Pu, 248Cm [6–8] have been determined from
the maximum cross-section for symmetric fission events
which indicate the formation of a compact relatively long-
living compound nucleus [6,10]. These energies are indi-
cated by vertical bars in fig. 4. For the cold-fusion reac-
tions with 208Pb targets (cf. fig. 2) the fusion windows lie
about 5 to 10MeV below our SMP barriers. If we assume
that the fusion mechanisms are similar also for the de-
formed targets —and we do not see any reason to doubt
this— we have to conclude from fig. 4 that the side orien-
tation (Θ ≈ 90◦) is the relevant fusion channel for the for-
mation of the SHEs. This conclusion is supported by the
experimental analysis of fusion reaction between lighter
nuclei [42,43], which show that fusion through the tip ori-
entation (Θ = 0◦) is strongly suppressed. Moreover, nar-
row fusion windows for the synthesis are expected also for
hot-fusion reactions. On the basis of these considerations
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Fig. 5. The SMPs for the collision 40,42Ca on 238U, 244Pu, 248Cm and 252Cf evaluated with the SkM∗ Skyrme force. The SMPs
are evaluated for different angular orientations of the deformed nuclei. The notations are the same as in fig. 4.

we expect the fusion window for the synthesis of SHE 118
in the collision 48Ca on 252Cf around 206MeV.

Since the α-decay chain of the superheavy isotopes,
formed in the 48Ca-induced reactions, do not reach the
area of known isotopes, it is difficult to decide on the iso-
tope formed in the synthesis. Lighter Ca isotopes (40,42Ca)
would lead to isotopes formed earlier in cold-fusion re-
actions, if the number of evaporated neutrons in 48Ca
and 40,42Ca-induced reactions are the same. Although the
pockets have the same or even slightly larger depths, the
excitation energies are considerably larger for 40,42Ca as
compared to the 48Ca-induced reactions. Therefore SHE
formation is probably too much suppressed for reactions
with 40,42Ca projectiles.

3.2.2 Systems with 238U and 252Cf targets

As discussed in the preceding subsect. 3.2.1, hot-fusion
systems with uranium and transuranium targets may be
good candidates for the synthesis of SHEs heavier than
those reached with 208Pb targets. Like for 208Pb we study
in this section a series of projectiles with increasing mass
for 238U and 252Cf targets. 238U has been chosen as one of
the most convenient targets with respect to radioactivity,
availability and target properties. Moreover, it is one of
the largest-bound isotopes in this mass region, and hence
is in this respect similar to 208Pb yielding relatively small

compound-nucleus excitation energies. 252Cf has been de-
picted as the heaviest target available [61].

The entrance channel potentials are shown in figs. 6
and 7 for 238U and 252Cf targets, respectively. The depen-
dence on the orientation of the deformed nuclei is similar
to that of the deformed targets with 48Ca and 40,42Ca in
figs. 4 and 5. Again, for the side orientation (Θ = 90◦) the
barrier and pocket shapes are considerably more compact
than for 208Pb and by about 25MeV higher in energy.
The general decrease of the depth and width of the pock-
ets with increasing charge of the projectile is similar to
that for the 208Pb target in fig. 3.

Some interesting points of fig. 6 for 238U are summa-
rized as follows.
– The potential pocket vanishes for the 78Ge projectiles
leading to the SHE 316124, whereas this situation hap-
pens already for 96Zr on 208Pb forming the SHE 304122.

– The potential pocket for 58Fe + 238U is also somewhat
larger than the one for 86Kr + 208Pb, both leading to
the SHE 118. However, higher excitation energies are
encountered for bombarding energies at the barrier of
58Fe + 238U.

– Comparing the entrance channel potentials for differ-
ent nickel isotopes on 238U, we notice no difference in
the shape; but the height of the barrier, measured with
respect to the compound-nucleus ground-state energy,
reduces considerably with increasing neutron number.
This effect has been recognized already by compar-
ing 40,42Ca with 48Ca in figs. 4 and 5. Therefore the
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Fig. 6. The SMPs for the systems 50Ti, 54Cr, 58Fe, 58Ni, 64Ni, 68Ni, 70Zn, 78Ge, 74Se, 82Se + 238U evaluated with the SkM∗

Skyrme force. The SMPs are evaluated for different angular orientations of 238U. The notations are the same as in fig. 4.

use of more neutron-rich projectiles may be in general
favorable for SHE formation, because the compound
nucleus is formed with less excitation energy.

For the series of projectiles on 252Cf we recognize from
fig. 7 that the potential pockets are considerably deeper
as compared to those with 238U for the same compound
system, and even somewhat deeper for the same projec-
tile. The pocket for the side orientation vanishes for 78Ge
+ 252Cf = 330130, while this happens already for the com-
pound system 316124, if 252Cf is replaced by 238U. In ad-
dition, also the compound-nucleus excitation energies are
lower for the 252Cf target. From all these features we ex-
pect larger cross-sections for the synthesis of the SHEs
with 252Cf than with 238U targets. If we consider the
pocket of the side orientation to be decisive, the limit for
fusion is reached around 70Zn + 252Cf = 322128.

3.3 Warm-fusion systems

Recently 233,234Cm and Fm have been synthesized in the
collisions 40Ar, 50Ti + 198Pt [62]. The cross-section for
50Ti + 198Pt is comparable with the one for the cold-fusion
reaction 40Ar + 208Pb. 198Pt is oblate with deformation
constant β2 = −0.10 [63] and offers a qualitatively new
entrance channel for the synthesis of SHEs.

In fig. 8 we present the entrance channel potentials for
40Ar till 100Mo + 198Pt. In contradistinction to the prolate
targets 238U, 244Pu, 248Cm and 252Cf the dependence of
the barrier on the orientation is opposite with the lowest
barrier for Θ = 90◦ (side position) and the highest bar-
rier for Θ = 0◦ (tip position), the difference being about
10MeV. The difference between the highest and lowest
barriers for 198Pt is smaller than the one for uranium and
transuranium cases due to the smaller |β2|. Furthermore,
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Fig. 7. The SMPs for the systems 50Ti, 54Cr, 58Fe, 58Ni, 64Ni, 68Ni, 70Zn, 78Ge, 74Se, 82Se + 252Cf evaluated with the SkM∗

Skyrme force. The SMPs are evaluated for different angular orientation of 252Cf. The notations are the same as in fig. 4.

the pockets are considerably deeper for the tip position
than for the side position.

The larger tip position pockets for the oblate shape
as compared to the spherical and prolate shapes is essen-
tially due to the small curvature of its surface at the tip
position. Indeed, the interaction potential in the proxim-
ity approach [19,35] around touching is proportional to
the reduced radii of the surfaces, i.e.

VN ∝ R1R2

R1 +R2

with R1, R2 the radii of the near-touching surfaces. If nu-
cleus 2 is deformed, the curvature C2 = 1/R2 is replaced
by the mean curvature C2 = 1/R2. We consider a spheroid
with half axes a = b = R2(1− δ) and c = R2(1 + 2δ). For
the same mass and absolute value of the deformation pa-

rameter δ we have

R
ps

2 = R2(1 + 2δ)

with δ > 0 for the side position of the prolate nucleus and

R
ot

2 = R2(1 + 4|δ|)
with δ < 0 for the tip position of the oblate nucleus. There-
fore as compared to spherical nuclei, the pockets, which
are caused by the nuclear attraction between the surfaces
of the nuclei, are deeper for the side position of prolate
nuclei and even more for the tip position of oblate nuclei.
The Coulomb interaction favors the depths of the pockets
for the oblate tip position as well as for the prolate side
position.

In general for the same compound nucleus, the barrier
energies measured with respect to the ground-state com-
pound energy lie for 198Pt in between the barriers for the
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Fig. 8. The SMPs for the systems 40Ar, 48Ca, 50Ti, 54Cr, 58Fe, 64Ni, 70Zn, 78Ge, 82Se, 86Kr, 96Zr, 100Mo + 198Pt evaluated
with the SkM∗ Skyrme force. The SMPs are evaluated for different angular orientation of 198Pt. The notations are the same as
in fig. 4.

cold-fusion target 208Pb and the hot-fusion targets 238U,
244Pu, 248Cm and 252Cf, and hence we refer to 198Pt as
the warm-fusion target. Here we imply that the SHE fu-
sion window is again located about 5 to 10MeV below
the SMP barriers of the most compact pockets in the tip
position.

4 Conclusion

As pointed out already in the introduction, the capture
of the colliding nuclei within the pocket of the interac-
tion potential is a decisive first step in the fusion process.
For the heavy systems under consideration these pock-
ets are rather shallow and vanish for too large systems.

The population of long-living quasi-bound states in the
pocket is expected to be limited in bombarding energy
from below by the barrier penetrability (including trans-
fer channels and polarization of the nuclei). For incident
energies above the barrier, reflection of the system by the
large repulsive core of the SMP potential prevents the cap-
ture in the pocket. The resulting window in bombarding
energy for capture should increase with increasing depths
of the potential pockets. These arguments are consistent
with the observed fusion window in the collision energy
which is typically 5MeV wide and lies about (5–10)MeV
below our SMP barrier. Note, however, that the observed
fusion window for SHE formation may differ from the cap-
ture window by the additional limitation towards higher
energies due to Γn/Γf 	 1.
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There is a second limitation of the fusion window
from below, because the capture has to be at high
enough energies, such that the system can reach the
compound-nucleus shape and fall into the potential min-
imum by emitting one neutron. The experimentally ob-
served squeezing [1,4] of the fusion window for 64Ni +
208Pb and 70Zn + 208Pb may be ascribed to this effect.
From this point of view the synthesis of 86Kr + 208Pb
should be suppressed, because the energies necessary for
the 1n fusion is above the capture window (cf. fig. 2).

On the basis of these arguments we define the following
rules for the determination of the best candidates for the
synthesis of SHEs.

– The SMP barrier should lie about 10 to 15MeV above
the 1n fusion threshold, but not above the 2n fusion
threshold to avoid the reduction of the fusion cross-
section by an additional factor Γn/Γf . This condition
yields an optimum fusion window (5 to 10MeV below
the barrier) for the formation of a compound nucleus
with excitation energy 5MeV above the 1n-emission
threshold.

– The pocket depth should be as large as possible, be-
cause the deeper the pocket is, the larger the capture
window becomes, and hence the better is the chance
of fusion.

– For the subsequent formation of a compound nucleus it
is best to have a most compact capture configuration.

We illustrate these rules for the synthesis of the SHE
118 with hot-, cold- and warm-fusion systems studied in
sect. 3.

– As mentioned already, the cold-fusion system 86Kr +
208Pb (cf. fig. 2) has its capture window below the 1n-
fusion channel, and hence is not expected to be a good
candidate.

– The symmetric system 144Ce + 150Nd (cf. fig. 3) has
no pocket, and hence no capture window at all.

– The hot-fusion system 48Ca + 252Cf (cf. fig. 4) has
nice capture properties, however needs to emit about
2 to 3 neutrons, which reduce the survival probability
by several orders due to factors Γn/Γf 	 1.

– The hot-fusion system 40Ca + 252Cf (cf. fig. 5) has less
attractive capture properties (as compared to the 48Ca
case) and needs to emit even 5 to 6 neutrons.

– The system 58Fe + 238U (cf. fig. 6) has only a tiny
pocket and needs to emit about 3 to 4 neutrons.

– The warm-fusion system 96Zr + 198Pt has also a tiny
tip-positioned pocket, but needs to emit only one neu-
tron.

From this we conclude that among the studied systems
the most attractive projectile-target combinations for
the synthesis of the SHE 118 are 48Ca + 252Cf at
Ecoll ≈ 206MeV (side collision) and 96Zr + 198Pt at
Ecoll ≈ 330MeV (tip collision). While 48Ca + 252Cf
is more compact, 96Zr + 198Pt needs to emit only 1
neutron instead of 2 to 3. It is hard to judge, which of
these features are more important for the synthesis of
the SHE 118. Generally for deformed target nuclei, the

experiments on the synthesis of SHEs may profit from
using polarized targets by aligning prolate targets for
side collisions and oblate targets for tip collisions.

One should be aware, that other effects not due to
capture, compactness and neutron emission may influence
the final formation of a SHE. In particular special features
of the potential landscape, e.g. with respect to decay by
quasi-fission, are of importance. We hope to obtain an im-
proved guidance for experiments from a scattering model
which treats capture, collective evolution and neutron de-
cay on the same level and fully quantum-mechanically [30].
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